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Rates of coherent neutrino-nucleus elastic scattering at a high-intensity stopped-pion neutrino
source in various detector materials (relevant for novel low-threshold detectors) are calculated. Sen-
sitivity of a coherent neutrino-nucleus elastic scattering experiment to new physics is also explored.
PACS numbers: 13.15.+g, 13.40.Em, 23.40.Bw
I. INTRODUCTION
Coherent elastic neutral current (NC) neutrino-
nucleus scattering [1, 2] has never been observed. In
this process, a neutrino of any flavor scatters off a
nucleus at low momentum transfer Q such that the
nucleon wavefunction amplitudes are in phase and
add coherently. The cross section for a spin-zero nu-
cleus, neglecting radiative corrections, is given by [3],
(
dσ
dE
)
νA
=
G2F
2pi
Q2w
4
F 2(2ME)M
[
2−
ME
k2
]
, (1)
where k is the incident neutrino energy, E is the
nuclear recoil energy, M is the nuclear mass, F is
the ground state elastic form factor, Qw is the weak
nuclear charge, and GF is the Fermi constant. The
condition for coherence requires that Q <∼
1
R
, where
R is the nuclear radius. This condition is largely
satisfied for neutrino energies up to ∼50 MeV for
medium A nuclei [2, 4].
For neutrino energies up to ∼50 MeV, typical val-
ues of the total coherent elastic cross section are in
the range ∼ 10−39 cm2, which is relatively high com-
pared to other neutrino interactions in that energy
range (e.g. charged current (CC) inverse beta decay
on protons has a cross section σν¯ep ∼ 10
−40 cm2,
and elastic neutrino-electron scattering has a cross
section σνee ∼ 10
−43 cm2).
In spite of its large cross section, coherent elas-
tic neutrino-nucleus scattering has been difficult
to observe due to the very small resulting nu-
clear recoil energies: the maximum recoil energy
is ∼ 2k2/M , which is in the sub-MeV range for
k ∼ 50 MeV for typical detector materials (car-
bon, oxygen). Such energies are below the detection
thresholds of most conventional high-mass neutrino
detectors. Although there have been suggestions to
look for coherent elastic νA scattering of reactor,
spallation source, solar, supernova, or geophysical
neutrinos [2, 5, 6, 7], as yet there has been no suc-
cessful detection.
However, in recent years there has been a surge of
progress in development of novel ultra low threshold
detectors, many with the aim of weakly interacting
massive particle recoil detection or very low energy
solar neutrino detection. Thresholds of 10 keV or
even lower for detection of nuclear recoils may be
possible. Such detectors include (but are not lim-
ited to): noble element (neon, argon, xenon) scin-
tillation, ionization or tracking detectors, solid state
detectors (germanium, silicon), bubble and super-
heated droplet detectors [5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] . Some of these new tech-
nologies (for instance noble liquid detectors such as
CLEAN [8]) may plausibly attain ton-scale masses
in the relatively near future.
A promising source of neutrinos for measure-
ment of coherent elastic cross sections is that aris-
ing from a stopped-pion source. Monoenergetic
29.9 MeV νµ’s are produced from pion decay at rest,
pi+ → µ+ νµ, and ν¯µ and νe from µ
+ → νe e
+ ν¯µ
follow on a muon-decay timescale (τ = 2.2 µs). The
neutrino spectral shape is shown in Fig. 1. Neu-
trinos in this energy range will produce nuclear re-
coils from coherent scattering with tens of keV. If
the beam is pulsed in a short (< µs) time window,
the pion decay νµ will be prompt with the beam,
and the muon-decay products will be delayed.
Stopped-pion sources of neutrinos have been em-
ployed for neutrino experiments in the past [20, 21],
and future high-flux facilities are planned [22]. The
Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory should turn on in 2006; J-PARC
is another near-term possibility [23]. An experiment
to measure neutrino-nucleus CC and NC cross sec-
tions (relevant for supernova physics and detection)
in the tens of MeV range [24, 25] with conventional
detectors at the SNS has already been proposed. A
shielded concrete bunker is envisioned at a location
20 m from the source; this could potentially accom-
modate a low-threshold detector as well as the cur-
rently planned detectors. The SNS beam is pulsed,
with less than microsecond width and a 60 Hz fre-
quency.
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FIG. 1: Shape of neutrino spectra from a stopped-pion
source, for the different produced flavors.
Here prospects for measuring coherent elastic
neutrino-nucleus scattering will be evaluated using
parameters relevant for the SNS; however the results
should be generally applicable to experiments at any
high-intensity stopped-pion ν source.
II. EXPECTED EVENT RATES
The expected rate of interactions differential in
recoil energy is given by
dN
dE
= Nt
∫
dkφ(k)
dσ
dE
(k), (2)
where Nt is the number of targets and φ(k) is the
incident neutrino flux. Spectra for νµ, ν¯µ and νe
for a stopped pi+/µ+ source, assuming ∼ 107 ν s−1
cm−2 per flavor at 20 m from the source are assumed.
Cross sections and form factors from [3, 26] for 20Ne,
40Ar, 76Ge, and 132Xe are used. Figs. 2 through 5
show the results. The rates are quite promising: for
a ton-scale detector with a few to 10 keV threshold,
104 − 105 signal events per year are expected. Even
for kilogram-scale detectors, event rates may be in
the tens per year.
Fig. 6 plots integrated yield over threshold for sev-
eral elements for comparison. One can see that the
higher the nuclear mass, the higher the overall event
rate at low threshold (scaling approximately as the
square of the number of neutrons), but the smaller
the typical recoil energies (Emax = 2k
2/M).
In the absence of a specific detector model, per-
fect detection efficiency and zero background are
assumed, which is not realistic. Detection effi-
ciencies for many low-threshold detector types (see
Sec. I) can be reasonably high, but can depend on
background levels. Backgrounds will include beam-
related neutrons, cosmogenics, radioactivity and in-
strumental background, as well as other CC and NC
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FIG. 2: Bottom panel: Differential yield at the SNS in
1 ton of 20Ne (solid: νµ, dotted: νe, dashed: ν¯µ) per
year per keV, as a function of recoil energy. Top panel:
Number of interactions over recoil energy threshold in 1
ton of 20Ne for 1 yr of running at the SNS (solid: νµ,
dashed: sum of νe and ν¯µ), as a function of recoil energy
threshold.
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FIG. 3: As in Fig. 2 for 40Ar.
neutrino reactions; these will need to be evaluated
for a specific detector’s rejection capabilities and lo-
cation. Backgrounds are not obviously overwhelm-
ing, especially given that the pulsed structure of the
beam such as that at the SNS leads to a powerful re-
jection factor (∼ 4×10−4) against steady-state back-
grounds. It is not really clear at this point whether
beam-related backgrounds will be worse for prompt
or delayed neutrinos; it will depend on shielding and
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FIG. 4: As in Fig. 2 for 76Ge.
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FIG. 5: As in Fig. 2 for 132Xe.
detector location. Therefore the contributions from
prompt and delayed fluxes are given separately.
III. PHYSICS POTENTIAL
The neutrino-nucleus coherent elastic scattering
cross section is cleanly predicted by the Standard
Model (SM); form factors can be known to better
than 5%, and radiative corrections are known at the
percent level [27]. Any measured deviations from
prediction would be interesting [28]. In the con-
text of the SM, the weak mixing angle is related to
the absolute scattering rate. One can also constrain
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FIG. 6: The number of interactions over the recoil energy
threshold for various detector materials (bottom panel:
prompt νµ, top panel: sum of delayed νe and ν¯µ).
non-standard interactions (NSI) of neutrinos and nu-
cleons. Also, non-zero neutrino magnetic moment
will modify the cross section at low energies. There
are further reasons to measure coherent neutrino-
nucleus scattering: neutrino-nucleus scattering pro-
cesses are important in supernova physics [1], as well
as being useful themselves for supernova neutrino
detection [3]. Because they are flavor blind, NC
processes allow measurement of total neutrino flux,
which can be compared to independently measured
CC interactions. Therefore one can obtain limits
on neutrino oscillation, and in particular on oscilla-
tions to sterile neutrinos [29]. Finally, it has even
been proposed to exploit the large cross sections of
neutrino-nucleus scattering for practical neutrino de-
tectors, e.g. reactor monitoring [5, 6].
This section will discuss the various ways of prob-
ing new physics with a coherent elastic scattering ex-
periment. At this stage, the experimental systematic
uncertainty on the absolute rate is not known. It will
depend on the specific detector type and configura-
tion, backgrounds, and source uncertainties. How-
ever a total systematic uncertainty of ∼10% (includ-
ing nuclear, beam and detector-related uncertain-
ties), while perhaps optimistic, may well be achiev-
able. Systematic uncertainties will likely dominate
at the few tens of a kilogram scale or greater.
4A. Weak Mixing Angle
The SM predicts a coherent elastic scattering rate
proportional to Q2w, the weak charge given by Qw =
N − (1− 4 sin2 θW )Z, where Z is the number of pro-
tons, N is the number of neutrons and θW is the
weak mixing angle. Therefore the weak mixing angle
can be extracted from the measured absolute cross
section, at a typical Q value of 0.04 GeV/c2. A de-
viation from the SM prediction could indicate new
physics.
If the absolute cross section can be measured to
10%, there will be an uncertainty on sin2 θW of ∼
5%. This is not competitive with the current best
measurements from atomic parity violation [30, 31],
SLAC E158 [32] and NuTeV [33], which have better
than percent-level uncertainties. One would need
to significantly improve the systematic uncertainty
on the absolute rate (perhaps by normalizing with a
well-known rate) for coherent elastic νA scattering
in order to make a useful measurement of the weak
mixing angle. More promising would be a search for
non-standard interactions of neutrinos with nuclei,
as described in the following subsection.
B. Non-Standard Interactions of Neutrinos
Existing precision measurements of the weak mix-
ing angle at low Q do not constrain new physics
which is specific to neutrino-nucleon interactions.
Here a model-independent parameterization of
non-standard contributions to the cross section is
used, following Refs. [34, 35]. In this description,
one assumes an effective Lagrangian for interaction
of a neutrino with a hadron:
LNSIνH= −
GF√
2
∑
q=u,d
α,β=e,µ,τ
[ν¯αγ
µ(1− γ5)νβ ]× (3)
(εqLαβ [q¯γµ(1− γ
5)q] + εqRαβ [q¯γµ(1 + γ
5)q]).
The ε parameters describe either “non-universal”
(α = β) or flavor-changing (α 6= β) interactions.
As in Ref. [34], nuclei with total spin zero, and
for which sum of proton spins and sum of neutron
spins is also zero, are considered; in this case we have
sensitivity to vector couplings, εqVαβ = ε
qL
αβ+ε
qR
αβ. The
cross section for coherent NC elastic scattering of
neutrinos of flavor α off such a spin-zero nucleus is
given by
(
dσ
dE
)
ναA
=
G2FM
pi
F 2(2ME)
[
1−
ME
2k2
]
× (4)
{[Z(gpV + 2ε
uV
αα + ε
dV
αα) +N(g
n
V + ε
uV
αα + 2ε
dV
αα)]
2
+
∑
α6=β
[Z(2εuVαβ + ε
dV
αβ ) +N(ε
uV
αβ + 2ε
dV
αβ )]
2},
where Z is the number of protons in the nucleus, N
is the number of neutrons, and gpV = (
1
2−2 sin
2 θW ),
gnV = −
1
2 are the SM weak constants.
A stopped-pion neutrino source such as that at
the SNS contains νµ, ν¯µ, and νe. A coherent elastic
νA scattering experiment employing such a source
would therefore have sensitivity to all but εττ cou-
plings.
Existing constraints on the values of εPαβ (P =
L,R) are summarized in Ref. [35]. Table I selects
those relevant for interactions of electron and muon
flavor neutrinos with quarks. New constraints from
existing and future atmospheric, beam and solar
neutrino experiments are explored in Refs. [36, 37].
TABLE I: Constraints on NSI parameters, from Ref. [35].
NSI Parameter Limit Source
−1 < εuLee < 0.3 CHARM νeN , ν¯eN scattering
−0.4 < εuRee < 0.7
−0.3 < εdLee < 0.3 CHARM νeN , ν¯eN scattering
−0.6 < εdRee < 0.5
|εuLµµ | < 0.003 NuTeV νN , ν¯N scattering
−0.008 < εuRµµ < 0.003
|εdLµµ| < 0.003 NuTeV νN , ν¯N scattering
−0.008 < εdRµµ < 0.015
|εuPeµ | < 7.7× 10
−4 µ→ e conversion on nuclei
|εdPeµ | < 7.7× 10
−4 µ→ e conversion on nuclei
|εuPeτ | < 0.5 CHARM νeN , ν¯eN scattering
|εdPeτ | < 0.5 CHARM νeN , ν¯eN scattering
|εuPµτ | < 0.05 NuTeV νN , ν¯N scattering
|εdPµτ | < 0.05 NuTeV νN , ν¯N scattering
From this table, one can see that of these pa-
rameters, εee and εeτ are quite poorly constrained:
values of order unity are allowed. |εµβ | couplings
are, however, constrained to better than 0.05. Given
this situation, the focus here is on εee and εeτ cou-
plings [38]. These would be accessible using the elec-
tron flavor component of the source. That no oscil-
lations take place (i.e. that the standard three-flavor
model of neutrino mixing holds, and that the base-
line is too short for significant flavor transition) is
also assumed.
The signature of NSI is a deviation from the ex-
pected cross section. The following show a few ex-
5amples of two-dimensional slices of regions in εαβ
parameter space that would be allowed if one mea-
sured exactly the SM expectation.
Fig. 7 shows 90% C. L. allowed regions one would
draw for εuVee , ε
dV
ee , if the rate predicted by the SM
were measured for the delayed flux (which contains
νe), assuming that the εµβ parameters are negligible,
and for εqVeτ = 0, for 100 kg-yr of running of a neon
detector at 20 m from the source. A 10 keV thresh-
old is assumed. This calculation considers only the
total delayed (νe + ν¯µ) flux rate [39]. The regions
corresponding to assumptions of 5% and 10% sys-
tematic error in addition to statistical error, and
for statistical error alone are shown [40]. As be-
fore, a perfectly efficient, background-free detector
is assumed.
Note that in Eq. 4, even in the presence of non-
universal NSI, one can obtain rates identical to the
SM prediction in the case that
Z(gpV + 2ε
uV
ee + ε
dV
ee ) +N(g
n
V + ε
uV
ee + 2ε
dV
ee ) (5)
= ±(ZgpV +Ng
n
V ),
so for
εuVee = −
(A+N)
(A+ Z)
εdVee ,
and
εuVee = −
(A+N)
(A+ Z)
εdVee −
2(ZgpV +Ng
n
V )
A+ Z
.
For this reason, allowed regions of Fig. 7 appear as
linear bands in εuVee , ε
dV
ee parameter space. A mea-
surement employing more than one element can then
place more stringent constraints on the couplings;
the more the (A+N)/(A+Z) ratio differs between
the two targets, the better.
Fig. 8 shows the same regions for 100 kg-yr each
of 132Xe and 20Ne, where the black ellipses represent
the 90% allowed region from the combination of the
measurements. These regions are superposed on the
allowed region from high-energy νe scattering on nu-
cleons derived from CHARM experiment results [41]
in Ref. [35], for the case that the axial parameters
εqAee = ε
qL
ee − ε
qR
ee are zero.
Fig. 9 shows similar 90% allowed regions for a slice
of εdVee , ε
dV
eτ parameter space, for ε
uV
ee = ε
uV
eτ = 0
(note that d-quark NSI may be especially interest-
ing; see e.g. [42]). In this case the allowed pa-
rameters correspond to regions between two ellipses.
Fig. 9 shows regions for a 20Ne detector (with same
assumptions as above). Fig. 10 shows the result for
132Xe as well, and the black ellipses contain the re-
gion allowed by the combined measurements (for this
case, only a small improvement is afforded by mea-
surements with multiple targets).
FIG. 7: Allowed region at 90% C.L. for εuVee and ε
dV
ee ,
for 100 kg-yr of 20Ne at the SNS. The outer region cor-
responds to an assumed systematic uncertainty of 10%
in addition to statistical uncertainty; the middle region
corresponds to an assumed systematic uncertainty of 5%,
and the inner region corresponds to statistical uncer-
tainty only.
FIG. 8: Allowed regions at 90% C.L. for εuVee and ε
dV
ee , for
100 kg-yr each of 20Ne and 132Xe (steeper slope band) at
the SNS, assuming 10% systematic uncertainty, plus sta-
tistical uncertainty. The thin black ellipses correspond to
combined Ne/Xe measurement. The shaded elliptical re-
gion corresponds to a slice of the CHARM experiment’s
allowed NSI parameter space, for εqAee = 0.
Fig. 11 compares neutrino-nucleus scattering sen-
sitivity to allowed NSI parameters derived based on
lack of distortion of oscillation parameters for beam
6FIG. 9: Allowed region at 90% C.L. for εdVee and ε
dV
eτ , for
100 kg-yr of 20Ne at the SNS. The shaded region between
the outer and inner ellipses corresponds to an assumed
systematic uncertainty of 10% in addition to statistical
uncertainty; the next largest region corresponds to an
assumed systematic uncertainty of 5%, and the inner
region corresponds to statistical uncertainty only.
FIG. 10: Allowed regions with same assumptions as
Fig. 9, 10% systematic uncertainty, for 20Ne (shaded re-
gion), 132Xe (region between pale lines) and both com-
bined (region between black lines).
and atmospheric neutrinos [36].
It is worth noting that a coherent neutrino-nucleus
elastic scattering experiment will provide signifi-
cant constraints on still-allowed NSI parameters that
modify solar neutrino survival probabilities [37]. As
a case in point, consider specific NSI parameters
FIG. 11: Allowed region at 90% C.L. for εdVee and ε
dV
eτ ,
εuVee = ε
uV
eτ = 0, for 100 kg-yr each of
20Ne and 132Xe
at the SNS is shown in black. The shaded region corre-
sponds to a slice of allowed NSI parameters from Ref. [36]
for εττ = 0, and ε
eV
ee = ε
eV
eτ = 0; the parabolic regions
inside the dark and light lines correspond to slices of al-
lowed parameter space for some specific values of εeVee
and εeVeτ .
that yield the “LMA-0” solution of Ref. [37]: εuV11 =
εdV11 = −0.065, and ε
uV
12 = ε
dV
12 = −0.15, where
ε11 = εee − εττ sin
2 θ23, and ε12 = −2εeτ sin θ23,
and θ23 is the atmospheric mixing angle, known
to be ∼ pi/4. Following the approach in this ref-
erence, εuVαβ = ε
dV
αβ is assumed. Fixing ε11 and
ε12 defined in this way will yield different neutrino-
nucleus scattering constraints for different assump-
tions of εττ . Fig. 12 shows the value of a χ
2 de-
fined as χ2 = (NNSI − NSM )
2/σ2, as a function of
εuVττ = ε
dV
ττ ; NNSI is the number of signal events for
the given NSI parameters, and NSM is the SM ex-
pectation, for 100 kg-yr of 20Ne at 10 keV threshold;
σ2 includes both statistical uncertainty and an as-
sumed 10% systematic uncertainty. Superimposed
on this plot as a shaded region is the restriction
on ε
(u,d)V
ττ (given assumptions above, and εeVαβ = 0)
from beam and atmospheric neutrino oscillations,∣∣∣1 + εee + εττ −√(1 + εee − εττ )2 + 4|εeτ |2
∣∣∣ < 0.4,
taken from Ref. [36].
From this plot one can see that a coherent elastic
neutrino-nucleus scattering experiment has sensitiv-
ity to the set of NSI parameters for which the LMA-
0 region is derived. If the rate predicted by the SM
were to be observed, these LMA-0 parameters could
be ruled out for εττ = 0, and would remain viable
only for a restricted range of ε
(u,d)V
ττ .
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FIG. 12: χ2 as a function of ε
(u,d)V
ττ for 100 kg-yrs of
20Ne, assuming NSI parameters ε
(u,d)V
11 = −0.065 and
ε
(u,d)V
12 = −0.15. The shaded region represents allowed
εττ parameters from Ref. [36], from beam and atmo-
spheric neutrino oscillation constraints.
The conclusion of these NSI studies is that a
coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering experi-
ment at a stopped-pion source would have significant
sensitivity to currently-allowed NSI εqVee and ε
qV
eτ pa-
rameters.
C. Neutrino Magnetic Moment
The SM predicts a neutrino magnetic moment of
µν ≤ 10
−19µB(mν/1eV), in units of Bohr magne-
tons. This is very small, but extensions of the SM
commonly predict larger ones. The most stringent
limits are astrophysical: for instance, based on lack
of observed energy loss from electromagnetic cou-
plings in red giant evolution one can set a limit
µν ≤ 10
−12µB [43]. The best direct experimen-
tal limits result from lack of distortion of neutrino-
electron elastic scattering at low energy, and are in
the range of µν(νe) ≤ 1 − 2 × 10
−10µB [44, 45, 46].
For muon neutrino scattering, the best limit is less
stringent: µν(νµ) ≤ 6.8× 10
−10µB [47].
A signature of non-zero neutrino magnetic mo-
ment can be observed via distortion of the recoil
spectrum of coherently scattered nuclei. The mag-
netic scattering cross section is given in Ref. [48] for
a spin-zero nucleus:
(
dσ
dE
)
m
=
piα2µ2νZ
2
m2e
(
1− E/k
E
+
E
4k2
)
. (6)
Fig. 13 shows the differential cross sections cal-
culated for 20Ne, for 30 MeV neutrino energy, as a
function of nuclear recoil energy. The magnetic scat-
tering cross section is calculated for neutrino mag-
netic moment just below the current best experi-
mental limits (10−10µB for νe and 6 × 10−10µB for
νµ).
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FIG. 13: Solid line: SM coherent neutrino-nucleus differ-
ential cross section, as a function of nuclear recoil energy
E, for neutrino energy k = 30 MeV and for a 20Ne tar-
get. Dashed line: differential cross section for neutrino-
nucleus scattering due to a neutrino magnetic moment of
µν = 10
−10µB . Dotted line: differential cross section for
neutrino-nucleus scattering due to a neutrino magnetic
moment of µν = 6× 10
−10µB .
Fig. 14 shows the yield in events per keV of recoil
energy, per ton per year in a neon detector at 20 m
from the SNS target, with and without neutrino
magnetic moment contribution, for prompt and de-
layed fluxes. The dashed line assumes νµ = 10
−10µB
for both νe and ν¯µ. The dotted line assumes νµ =
10−10µB for νe and νµ = 6× 10−10µB for ν¯µ.
The difference in coherent neutrino-nucleus scat-
tering yield due to presence of a neutrino magnetic
moment near the current µν limit for νe is very small,
except for recoil energies below a few keV. This sig-
nal is therefore likely out of reach for a CLEAN-type
experiment at the SNS. However, for µν near the cur-
rent limit for νµ, there might be a measurable signal
for a 10 keV threshold, and it is conceivable that
one could improve the limit with a high-statistics
measurement. Nuclei with spin, although not con-
sidered here, have additional µν-dependent terms in
their coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering cross sec-
tions [48] and may be potential targets for a neutrino
magnetic moment search [49]
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FIG. 14: Differential yield at the SNS in neon as a func-
tion of nuclear recoil energy. The top plot is for the
prompt flux (νµ only) and the bottom plot is for the
delayed flux (sum of νe and ν¯µ). Solid lines: SM expec-
tation. Dashed lines: yield including magnetic moment
contribution for µν = 10
−10µB for both νe and ν¯µ. Dot-
ted lines: yield including magnetic moment contribution
for µν = 10
−10µB for νe and µν = 6 × 10
−10µB for ν¯µ,
νµ.
IV. CONCLUSION
Straightforward calculations indicate that one ex-
pects thousands of coherent neutrino-nucleus inter-
actions with recoil energies > 10 keV per ton of
material per year of running at the SNS, which is
very promising. Even few kilogram-scale experi-
ments may have measurable rates. These estimates
have been made for an experiment with no back-
ground and no inefficiency; both will certainly be
important for a real experiment. Sensitivities will
need to be reevaluated for a specific detector config-
uration for which backgrounds and efficiencies can
be estimated.
Unambiguous detection of the process is a first
step; high statistics measurements will then follow.
Such an experiment has significant potential for con-
straining NSI parameters; magnetic moment and
precision weak mixing angle measurements are also
conceivable, although pose a greater experimental
challenge.
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